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The PESTEL framework categorises environmental influences into six main types: political, economic, social,
technological, environmental and legal. Relating to the protection of the environment Kraft Foods Inc. Kraft Foods Inc.
products are made with fresh raw materials such as.

On the whole, the threat of new entrants in the food business is considered to be quite low. This has caused
much negative public dealingss. Legal The highly rigid and competitive industry is threatened by the inherent
risks arising out of legal actions and failure to comply with laws and policies could affect sales and create
consumer skepticism. This article is only an example and cannot be used for research or reference purposes.
Last of all, another substitute would be purchasing natural foods and not the treated foods that the company
sells. The bargaining power of providers medium to high Lempert. PDF 2. The likes of introducing rule,
regulation and events, policy of attainment, merger and acquisition that could affect the continuous supply of
foods to the nation are part of political factors. It can also help determine how different products by different
companies are comparing to each other. The integrity of the politicians and their likelihood to take part in acts
of corruption, as the resulting repercussions may lead to possible impeachments or resignations of high level
government employees. Below are several websites that roved different information on the power that
consumers hold. The food market shopper wants quality merchandises for a sensible monetary value. This
type of disaster caused less supply for suppliers which ensued in much greater price demands. The foods and
products that are part of the flourishing industry consist of, sweets, biscuits, health products, animal foods,
bakeries, kids foods, crackers, cakes, and vegetables. The technological factors that may influence The Kraft
Heinz Company may include the following: The recent technological developments and breakthroughs made
by competitors, as mentioned above. The Gulf Trading and Refrigerating Co is another supplier huge supplier
to the organization. Kraft Foods continues to grow and change to meet changing consumer needs, in part by
building on its history â€” the legacy of its well-known brands, the character of its founders and the dedication
of its employees. This site reports new tendencies in the retail nutrient industry. NYSE:KFT specializes in the
manufacturing and marketing of food products, including snacks, beverages, cheese, convenient meals and
various packaged grocery products. For example, a country that has no policies for IP protection would mean
that entrepreneurs may find it too risky to invest in The Kraft Heinz Company The trade barriers that the host
country has would protect The Kraft Heinz Company; however, trade barriers that countries with potential
trade partners would harm companies by preventing potential exports. Firms in this industry preserve market
share through brand loyalty, versification and the barriers placed within the industry to enter the market Porter,
 Economic Drought has caused natural merchandises monetary values to lift. The overall operation of Kraft
Foods Inc. Social The universe is tilting towards being more wellness witting hence. The Cadbury fiasco
Chellel. It talks about nature of the industry, market overview, demand and annual food spending at home.
Start your order Technological Factors that Impact The Kraft Heinz Company Technology can rapidly
dismantle the price structure and competitive landscape of an industry in a very short amount of time. Climate
change would also render some products useless. They managed to create reliable, growth that is consistent.
This is an particularly helpful site to happen several factors needed to make a PEST analysis for Kraft. This
valuable information helps organizations determine current trends and how they can adapt to remain
successful and ahead of their competition within the industry. The economic factors that The Kraft Heinz
Company may be sensitive to, and in turn should consider before investing may include the following: The
economic system that is currently operational in the sector in question- whether it is a monopoly, an oligopoly,
or something similar to a perfect competition economic system. The threat of new organizations creates
competition among an industry and influences their ability to maintain profits Wilkinson,  Additionally it
provides a discussion on the issues affecting the industry. Understanding the questions he poses will enable an
organization to potentially avoid competition and build quality relationships with suppliers thus enhancing
chances of industry success. Higher rates would result in greater investments that would mean more growth
for The Kraft Heinz Company However efficiently the financial markets operate also impact how well The
Kraft Heinz Company can raise capital at a fair price, keeping in mind the demand and supply. The Kraft
Heinz Company is operating in Food - Major Diversified in more than dozen countries and expose itself to
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different types of political environment and political system risks. A low minimum wage would mean higher
profits and, thus, higher chances of survival for The Kraft Heinz Company Economic Factors that Impact The
Kraft Heinz Company Economic factors are all those that pertain to the economy of the country that The Kraft
Heinz Company, such as changes in the inflation rate, the foreign exchange rate, the interest rate, the gross
domestic product, and the current stage of the economic cycle. The use of new technology would assist with
this problem. The extensive range of products offered offers ample of chances for business in this line,
development and growth in line with the improvement of technology and new channel of selling.


